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Obama’s Bipartisan Transition to “Right America”
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One is reminded of how far to the Right America has moved in three and one-half short
years, due to President Barack Obama.

 

President  Obama was  groomed through  his  Chicago  years,  and  was  selected  through
agreement by both parties to be the nominee of the Democratic Party in 2008 because he
and he alone could achieve the neutralizing required, if not the eradication of the critical
mass of dissent that was generated during the Bush years (he succeeded). He was the
“believing  is  seeing”  candidate  then,  and remains  as  much today amongst  Obamania
“believers”, who are too numerous to discount, but too mesmerized to be awakened.

As  in  marketing,  a  successful  political  strategy  is  prolonged  until  fatigue  is  reached.
Obamania is far from deflating because most Obama people haven’t realized their President
gravely  betrayed  them,  equaling  if  not  exceeding  the  immorality  and  crimes  of  their
erstwhile nemesis George W. Bush. They are deluded, blind, in denial, or simply hypocritical.
If my contacts with “Progressives” are any indication, Mr. Obama will  secure their vote
again. There is an element of adolescent rapture in their excitement.

President Obama moved the pseudo Left-field goal post into Right-field and no one noticed.
By posturing as extremists, the Tea Party gave Obama cover to move the post into the
Right; then the “extremism” of Libertarians and Paulites gave the GOP cover to move the
Republican Party further Right, and in doing so Paul Ryan became palatable as V.P. nominee
(also seeking to satisfy Libertarian, Paulite and Evangelical bases); and the extremism of
Representative Paul  Ryan will  permit  the next  President  and Congress to  move Right  field
entirely out of the stadium.

But whether Obama wins or Romney/Ryan win, behind the curtains awaiting activation has
sat  the  “bipartisan”  Ryan  plan—the  anti-government  “final  solution”  weapon.  In  choosing
Ryan, this matter now should be brought to the forefront. It will be the gun held against your
head  by  both  candidates  if  you  are  a  target  (poor,  disabled,  elderly)  unless  a  crisis,
distraction or sudden death delays its timing. As planned, Athens is coming to America via
the Ryan blueprint which, like in previous examples, will be considered overtly “extreme”,
thereby  giving  cover  for  the  next  President  and  Congress  to  pass  most  of  its
recommendations.

But things could be worse. On the morning of August 11, in introducing his Vice-Presidential
running mate to the media, Mr. Romney misspoke. He addressed Representative Paul Ryan
as “The Next President of the United States.”
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Does he know something I don’t?

Michael T Bucci is a retired public relations executive from New Jersey presently residing in
New England. His essays have appeared at The Market Oracle. He is the author of nine
books on practical spirituality including White Book: Cerithous
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